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SYLLABUS ECCC  

Area:  Digital Competences  –  DigComp 2.1  

Module:  DC 2.1 M1 Information and Data Literacy 

Level :  Intermediate (B4)  - independently, according to own needs, and solving well-de-

fined and non-routine problems. 

Module DC2.1 M1 Information and Data Literacy Level B4 includes proficiency Level 4 of the DigComp 2.1 

framework in the Competence Area 1: Information and Data Literacy; 

Competences are verified in the following competence titles: 

1. Browsing, searching and filtering data, information and digital content 

To articulate information needs, to search for data, information and content in digital environments, to 

access and navigate between them. To create and update personal search strategies. 

2. Evaluating data, information and digital content 

To analyse, compare and critically evaluate the credibility and reliability of sources of data, information 

and digital content. To analyse, interpret and critically evaluate the data, information and digital con-

tent. 

3. Managing data, information and digital content 

To organise, store and retrieve data, information, and content in digital environments. To organise 

and process them in a structured environment. 

 

The competence verification is carried out in the following groups: 

 1. Knowledge (K). 

 2. Skills (S). 

 3.Abilities (A). 

The scope verified by the ECCC exam of module DC 2.1 M1 (Level B4) 

COURSE PURPOSES LEARNING OUTCOMES K S A 

B4_CP1 

(1.1) 
To aquire skills of 
browsing, searching 
and filtering data, 
information and dig-
ital content 

DC2.1_1 Can illustrate information needs. 

DC2.1_1 
Can organise the searches of data, information and content in dig-
ital environments. 

DC2.1_3 
Can describe how to access to these data, information and con-
tent, and navigate between them. 

DC2.1_4 Can organise personal search strategies. 

B4_LO1 
Understands and can illustrate which search en-
gines or databases are best answer to own infor-
mation needs. 

✓   

B4_LO2 
Understands how information can be found in dif-
ferent devices and media. ✓   

B4_LO3 Is aware of the diversity of information sources.   ✓ 

B4_LO4 
Understands how search engines classify infor-
mation. ✓   
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COURSE PURPOSES LEARNING OUTCOMES K S A 

B4_LO5 

Can use various sources of information, i.e. Data-
bases, thematic catalogues, digital libraries, journal 
and scientific book services, electronic archives, 
and specialized services appropriate to own needs. 

 ✓  

B4_LO6 
Knows the operators of advanced and fuzzy search 
and can use them to more effectively search and 
to information selecting. 

 ✓  

B4_CP2 

(1.2) 
To develop skills of 
evaluating data, in-
formation and digi-
tal content 

DC2.1_5 
Can perform the analysis, comparison and evaluation of sources of 
data, information and digital content.  

DC2.1_6 
Can perform the analysis, interpretation and evaluation of data, 
information and digital content. 

B4_LO7 Understands the reliability of different sources. ✓   

B4_LO8 Can analyse retrieved information. ✓   

B4_LO9 
Is aware of the desirability to compare the credibil-
ity of retrieved data, information and digital con-
tent, and knows how to do it. 

   ✓ 

B4_LO10 
Can compare, contrast, and integrate information 
from different sources (author's credibility,  subject 
reliability, timeliness of information) 

   ✓  

B4_CP3 

(1.3) 
To acquire skills of 
managing data, in-
formation and digi-
tal content 

DC2.1_7 
Can organise information, data and content to be easily stored 
and retrieved. 

DC2.1_8 
Can organise information, data and content in a structured envi-
ronment. 

B4_LO11 
Knows different storage options and can select the 
most appropriate. ✓   

B4_LO12 
Uses various classification schemes to store and 
manage resources and information. 

 ✓  

B4_LO13 
Can create a hierarchical scheme of folder and file 
organization. 

 ✓  

B4_LO14 
Creates and applies his own strategy for organizing 
electronic documents. 

 ✓  

B4_LO15 
Is aware of the benefits arising from structured 
data, information and digital content management. 

  ✓ 

B4_LO16 
Uses operating system tools and methods for nam-
ing resources to organize and search effectively. 

 ✓  

B4_LO17 
Uses filters, keywords, tags to search data more ef-
ficiently. 

 ✓  

B4_LO18 
Creates bookmarks in the browser and manages 
them to remember interesting pages. 

 ✓  
 

Practical skills, verified by the ECCC DC2.1 M1 exam, concern: 

1. A computer workstation as PC / laptop with Internet access with a minimum bandwidth of 2 Mb/s. 

2. Operating system: MS Windows 7 or newer. 

3. Current versions of Mozilla Firefox / Google Chrome / Internet Explorer. 
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4. DropBox service. 

5. Google Drive service. 

6. File organization program Total Commander 8.51a / Free Commander build 685 or newer. 

7. Data Crow multimedia file organization tools. 

8. The Atom Feed Demon RSS Reader. 

9. Evernote Services (BASIC Option). 

 


